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ABSTRACT

Objective: 1) To identify the strengths and challenges of governance structures in academic emergency medicine (EM), and 2) to make recommendations on principles and approaches that may guide improvements.

Methods: Over the course of 9 months, eight established EM leaders met by teleconference, reviewed the literature, and discussed their findings and experiences to arrive at recommendations on governance in academic units of EM. The results and recommendations were presented at the annual Canadian Association of Emergency Physicians (CAEP) Academic Symposium, where attendees provided feedback. The updated recommendations were subsequently distributed to the CAEP Academic Section for further input, and the final recommendations were decided by consensus.

Results: The panel identified four governance areas of interest: 1) the elements of governance; 2) the relationships between emergency physicians and academic units of EM, and between the academic units of EM and faculty of medicine; 3) current status of governance in Canadian academic units of EM; and 4) essential elements of good governance. Six recommendations were developed around three themes, including 1) the importance of good governance; 2) the purposes of an academic unit of EM; and 3) essential elements for better governance for academic units of EM. Recommendations included identifying the importance of good governance, recognizing the need to adapt to the different models depending on the local environment; seeking full departmental status; using a consultation service to learn from the experience of other academic units of EM; and establishing an annual forum for EM leaders.

Conclusion: Although governance of academic EM is complex, there are ways to iteratively improve the mission of academic units of EM: providing exceptional patient care through research and education. Although there is no one-size-fits-all guide, there are practical recommended steps for academic units of EM to consider.

RÉSUMÉ

Objectifs: 1) L’étude visait à cerner les forces et les faiblesses des structures de gouvernance dans les unités d’enseignement de la médecine d’urgence (MU) et 2) à formuler des recommandations sur les principes et les voies susceptibles de guider les améliorations.

Méthode: Sur une période de 9 mois, huit chefs de file bien établis en MU ont tenu des réunions par téléconférence, ont examiné la documentation et ont discuté des résultats de la recherche et de leurs expériences pour en arriver à l’élaboration de recommandations sur la gouvernance des unités d’enseignement de la MU. Les résultats et les recommandations ont été présentés au cours du symposium annuel sur les affaires universitaires de l’Association canadienne des médecins d’urgence (ACMU), après quoi les participants ont fait part de leurs observations. Les recommandations ont été modifiées en conséquence, puis transmises à la section des affaires universitaires de l’ACMU pour la collecte d’autres observations. Enfin, les recommandations définitives ont été le fruit d’un consensus.

Résultats: Le groupe a dégagé quatre grands champs d’intérêt relatifs à la gouvernance : 1) les éléments de la gouvernance; 2) les relations entre les médecins d’urgence et les unités d’enseignement de la MU, ainsi qu’entre ces unités et les facultés de médecine; 3) l’état actuel de la gouvernance...
Improving academic emergency medicine leadership and performance through governance

INTRODUCTION

Along with funding and leadership, governance has an important impact on the performance of an academic department, division, or section of emergency medicine (EM). Governance structures and processes are a means to an end. They are not an end unto themselves. The purpose of an EM academic structure is to facilitate and enable excellence in the mission of academic medicine, including research, education, and, ultimately, patient care. Different academic units of EM will put different emphasis on each element of the mission. (For the purposes of this article, departments, divisions, and sections of EM will be referred to collectively as academic units of EM.) Good governance facilitates meeting the strategic goals and fiduciary responsibilities of the academic units of EM, and creating the ability to respond to system challenges and opportunities in an era of rapid change in academic medicine and health system reform.

While there is an established matrix of governing bodies, institutions, and regulations with which an academic unit of EM must align and integrate, this paper will focus on two practical levels of governance: 1) the relationship between individual emergency physicians and their academic unit of EM; and 2) the relationship between the academic unit of EM and its parent faculty of medicine or academic health centre. Given that there is a significant cause-and-effect relationship between funding streams, local politics, and health systems organization, it is no surprise that there is a wide variation of governance structures in academic EM.

This paper aims to make sense of the strengths and challenges of the current governance structures, and make recommendations on principles and general approaches that may guide improvements in governance at both levels. Specific how-to steps will require significant context-dependent analysis, consultation, and understanding of specific university (or health authority models), and are beyond the scope of these recommendations. It is clear that no one size will fit all (Table 1).

METHODOLOGY

Expert panel and literature review on governance

Eight established medical leaders from across Canada were identified for their contributions to the EM community and were asked to form a governance panel. The panel met by teleconference four times and was supported by the Academic Section of the Canadian Association of Emergency Physicians (CAEP). All members reviewed the governance literature and discussed individual experiences to identify 1) the elements of governance; 2) the relationships between emergency physicians and academic units of EM, and between the academic unit of EM and faculty of medicine; 3) current status of governance in Canadian academic units of EM; and 4) essential elements of good governance. This discussion culminated into six
recommendations around three themes: 1) the importance of good governance; 2) the purposes of an academic unit of EM; and 3) essential elements for better governance for academic units of EM. The panel presented the findings at the CAEP Academic Symposium held in Edmonton, Alberta, on May 30, 2015, to about 80 attendees, who were predominately emergency physicians with interests in governance, administration, and leadership. Their feedback, as well as comments gathered subsequent to the electronic distribution of the recommendations to the CAEP Academic Section, were discussed by the panel, and the recommendations were updated by panel consensus.

What is governance? How does it relate to funding and leadership in academic EM?

As soon as there are more than two people making a decision, especially if there is money involved, then there is a governance challenge. While the Institute on Governance (http://www.iog.ca) acknowledges that the complexity of governance is difficult to capture in a simple definition, they did stipulate that “governance determines who has power, who makes decisions, how other players make their voices heard, and how account is rendered.” In the context of academic EM, the academic unit becomes essential in organizational decision-making and accountability. Although effective governance models contribute to organizational performance, often “we don’t think about or debate governing; we just do it.” In its simplest concept, the purpose of governance in academic units is to facilitate engagement (in the academic mission) and trust (in the decision-making by leadership) within the faculty.

The mission of academic medicine is supported by three foundational pillars: governance, leadership, and funding. For the purpose of this analysis and accompanying recommendations, governance has been differentiated from leadership development and funding, with respect to its influence on the academic unit’s performance and effectiveness. In practice, it is difficult to separate these interdependent relationships. For example, local traditional funding streams have likely had a significant impact on an academic unit’s decision-making around resource allocations, while institutional leadership precedence has shaped the evolution of governance structures and processes. Nonetheless, the three elements together provide the wherewithal to optimally improve the performance of the academic unit of EM.

Two separate, but interdependent levels of governance

For these recommendations, two levels of governance were considered. The first level governs the relationship between individual physicians and the academic unit of EM. The second governs the relationship between the academic unit of EM and the faculty of medicine. It is important to recognize that good governance of internal affairs (i.e., decision-making around the academic unit structures and processes) does not require independent academic departmental status at the university level. Conversely, full academic departmental status does not guarantee good governance over the practical day-to-day performance and decision-making of the department. Excellence in academic performance may be achieved by an academic unit of EM operating from any position (Figure 1). The obstacles to achieving full independent academic departmental status may differ from those that affect internal performance regardless of the academic unit governance model.

As individual academic units of EM evaluate their own status (see Appendix 1: Self-evaluation questions) and identify in which quadrant they fit (see Appendix 2: Key aspects list for good internal governance), more customized strategies and advice can be generated to improve governance in service of academic excellence. The how-to steps from C→A will be different from D→B, which, in turn, will be different from B→A (see Figure 1).

Governance theme 1: Governance is important to the academic units of EM

Governance is important because it determines who makes what decision, and how these decisions are made.
In an effort to give governance some practical relevance, it has been reframed as an aspect of leadership. This framework should be kept in mind as this question is asked: Do the structures and processes of the governance of academic EM support the ability of the academic unit of EM to make fiduciary, strategic, and generative (adaptive) decisions in the service of the academic mission? Fiduciary decision-making is the stewardship of tangible assets in alignment with financial and legal obligations, accountability to senior organizations (i.e., payers, partners, stakeholders), and accountability to individual members and constituent interests. Strategic decision-making involves setting the academic units’ course and priorities (i.e., mission, vision, values), and deploying resources appropriately. Generative (or adaptive) decision-making refers to the role of framing problems and making sense of ambiguous situations, as well as ensuring that academic units can evolve, adapt, and respond to uncertainty and changing environments.

As with the codification of corporate memory, group values, and organizational culture, the governance structure and policies become the user’s manual for the chair (or chief) of the academic units of EM, and its other leaders. If this user’s manual is well thought out and robustly structured, this can create the conditions of trust and engagement necessary for the academic unit. If this is not the case, the chair (with or without a leadership team) must create or improve those aspects of internal governance that do not align with the mission and values.

In a recent article entitled, “Predictors of Workplace Satisfaction for U.S. Medical School Faculty in an Era of Change and Challenge,” it was found that departmental (and medical school) organization, governance, and transparency were highly consistent predictors of faculty satisfaction across all surveyed schools and models. The authors suggested “that a culture characterized by open communication, consistency in decision-making, and opportunities for faculty input contributes to faculty perceptions of their worth to their institution and of institutional equity, all of which foster satisfaction.”

Along with leadership and funding, governance can have an important impact on the academic unit of EM policy development, decision-making, and effectiveness. Governance must not be taken for granted.

**Recommendation 1:** There should be a deliberate approach to defining, implementing, and reviewing governance structures, processes, and desired outcomes.

**Governance theme 2: The purpose of the academic unit of EM**

Because governance is a means to an end, the goals of an academic unit of EM must be defined before clear recommendations can be made around the best governance model to achieve the desired outcomes. For the sake of this discussion, the vision of the CAEP Academic Section of EM will be used to articulate that purpose. The vision of the Academic Section is to promote high-quality emergency patient care by conducting world-leading education and research in EM (caep.ca/AcademicSectionOverview). By extension and for the development of recommendations, the *raison d’être* of any given academic unit of EM is to improve patient outcomes through better education and impactful research (Figure 2). This aligns with the arguments made by the “One future, three missions” white paper on the future of Academic Health Science Networks in Canada. As academic units within those academic health science networks, EM must have aligned roles and responsibilities.

That is not to say that all academic units of EM across the country will, or should, put equal emphasis on the three missions (see Figure 2). In some medical schools, the chair of the academic unit of EM is separated from any direct patient care oversight or
In many ways, academic EM has been a leader in moving towards these more integrative and less traditional forms of scholarship. Boyer defined scholarship as more than just-publish-or-perish research, and more than just teaching and curriculum development for education. He emphasized the importance of the scholarship of integration (i.e., giving meaning to isolated facts, putting them in perspective, making connections across disciplines, placing the specialties in a larger context, illuminating data in a revealing way) and the scholarship of application (i.e., applying knowledge to consequential problems to help individuals and institutions, problems themselves become the scholarly agenda).\(^{18}\)

Given the previous, the academic unit may not be easily separated in purpose (and therefore governance structure) from the clinical unit. Whether the health authority and university by-laws formally recognize this, the practical implications that this will have on the future academic unit of EM organization and decision-making must be considered.

**Recommendation 2:** No two academic units of EM are the same. The ideal governance structure for any given academic unit of EM should be aligned with the local institutional by-laws, organizational cultures, and relative emphasis that the academic unit of EM puts on the inter-dependent missions of academic EM (patient care/health system innovation, research, and education).

**Current governance models in Canadian academic units of EM**

During 2014 and 2015, a survey of the chairs of EM in the 17 medical schools was conducted. A structured 84-question survey was followed up by clarifying questions and probes to determine various aspects of each academic unit of EM’s governance status and management structure. A full report on the results of this survey is being prepared\(^{25}\) and forms the background context of these recommendations. The data were informative with respect to administrative structures (e.g., program leadership positions and funding) to describe how various academic units of EM are organized across the country. As the academic chairs/heads evolve their collaboration in the near future, there may be more opportunities to share and publish information about how each academic unit of EM determines who has power, who makes what decisions,
how other players make their voice heard, and how account is rendered. Along with Figure 1, other highlights about Canadian academic units of EM from the CAEP environmental scan include the number of directors in education and research (Table 2) and the listing of division and selection affiliations (Table 3).

The three pathways to credentialing in the discipline of EM (FRCP, CCFP[EM], and FRCP PedEM) must be considered as EM academics move towards better governance models. These distinct pathways have contributed to some of the fragmentation of the academic mission in EM at various medical schools. They have also contributed to the complicated matrix of reporting to parent departments that some academic units of EM are still navigating (see Table 3). As EM works towards better clinical care, innovative systems of EM, and better research and education, the governance model of academic EM can be used as a catalyst to integrate the academic mission, vision, and values of EM under one umbrella. Ideally, this would not be seen as a threat to any one group, but rather as an opportunity for integration and collaboration.

**Governance theme 3: Essential elements of good governance**

In general, there are five elements of good governance (legitimacy and voice, strategic direction, performance, equity and fairness, transparency and accountability), which can be adapted to the academic unit of EM. Appendix 1 illustrates practical examples of these five principles and what they might mean at the two levels of academic unit of EM governance (with a sixth category of general [and other] questions of governance to consider).

**Better governance at both levels for academic units of EM**

Revisiting Figure 1, it is important for academic units of EM leadership and faculty to reflect upon where they may sit in the $2 \times 2$ table in order to best improve their governance. With regards to internal governance, consideration should be given to the key aspects list of governance principles that may come into play at this level (see Appendix 2).

**Recommendation 3: Internal governance structures govern the relationship between the academic unit of EM and the constituent academic programs, and the individual physicians.** The academic unit of EM should consider implementing the key aspects of good internal governance in their design (while modifying to local contexts).

When it comes to the question of whether a division or section of EM should become a full academic department (see Appendix 3), there are several considerations. The overarching prerequisite is knowledge of the local context and culture of the university and faculty of medicine. Several questions must be asked:

1) Would the academic unit of EM have advantages as a full department? Is the performance of research and education, as well as the likelihood of future academic opportunities, likely to improve by establishing this formal structure?
2) How effective are current resources and influence with parent departments(s)? Will they be improved as a department, or is there too much political or fiscal risk?
3) Is the current unit sufficiently mature to meet the criteria for a department? Does the academic unit of EM have a good track record? Does the academic unit of EM’s research and education output need to improve first? Would the current chief qualify as a chair or would a new search and survey be required?

**Table 2. Number of education and research directors at 17 academic units of EM across Canada**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Director</th>
<th>Funded, n (%)</th>
<th>Unfunded, n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Education</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EM education</td>
<td>4 (24)</td>
<td>1 (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EM scholarship</td>
<td>4 (24)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuing professional development</td>
<td>8 (47)</td>
<td>1 (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Research and support</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research</td>
<td>14 (82)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resident research facilitator</td>
<td>13 (76)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3. The affiliations for the divisions and sections of EM (n = 4) (X having multiple affiliations)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Division/section affiliation</th>
<th>n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Medicine</td>
<td>3 (75)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pediatrics</td>
<td>2 (50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family medicine</td>
<td>2 (50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surgery</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not specified</td>
<td>1 (25)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4) Is the internal governance organization optimized to ensure academic excellence with the current funding streams and leadership?

5) Is now a good time, or are there political or fiscal realities that make this a risk or too large of an endeavor (at this time)? If not now, when?

If the reasons to become a department (see Appendix 3) are felt to be compelling, and the initial questions do not dissuade, then the hard work starts. There is no algorithm for how to become a full academic department, but there are some strategies to create the conditions for the emergence of an EM department.

1) Build the respect for, and reputation of EM over time, especially in research and education, but also in clinical care, one patient at a time.

2) Articulate a vision of improved patient care, population outcomes, and innovative system design fostered by excellence in EM education and research.

3) Become a student of the culture at the university faculty of medicine and health science centre.

4) Know the criteria and process of your application to the university.

5) Understand the priorities and values of the dean and the CEO of the health science centre(s), and frame the prospective department’s priorities with these.

6) Build coalitions (especially with the chairs of surgery, medicine, family medicine, and pediatrics) that emphasize mutual advantages of departmental status.

**Recommendation 4:** Divisions and sections of EM should seek to become academic departments as a means to develop, sustain, and grow strong academic programs (provided that careful analysis supports mutual benefits to EM and the mission of the faculty of medicine and health sciences centre).

**Recommendation 5:** The CAEP Academic Section should organize and support a consultation service to provide experience, analysis, and advice to chairs, because there is no established blueprint for an academic unit of EM to construct, implement, and improve their governance.

**Recommendation 6:** Many of the leadership, governance, and funding issues as well as challenges facing academic emergency medicine have similar patterns and drivers (even if contexts and details may differ between universities). The academic chair should establish a formal and regular forum for meeting and sharing experiences and approaches to common issues.

**NEXT STEPS**

The governance of academic EM is relatively complex, although the goal of good governance is straightforward: constantly improving academic performance. It is essential that governance structures and processes (along with leadership and funding) are iteratively improved over time in service of the education and research mission of academic EM, better patient care, and optimal population health outcomes. Given the significant variation in starting points and contexts across the country, there is no simple guide that all academic units of EM can use. These recommendations on the governance of the academic units of EM aim to support the evolution of academic EM and complement the recommendations provided by the funding and leadership panels. The Leadership Working Group of the CAEP Academic Section will be addressing each recommendation and will present an update at its next Academic Leadership Symposium to be held in 2018.
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